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Abstract

What are the macroeconomic effects of transfers to households with children? How do alternative policies fare in welfare terms? We answer these questions in an equilibrium life-cycle model with household labor supply decisions, skill losses of females associated to non participation, and heterogeneity in terms of fertility, childcare expenditures and access to informal care. Calibrating our model to the U.S. economy, we first provide a roadmap for policy evaluation by contrasting transfers that are conditional on market work (childcare subsidies and childcare credits) with those that are not (child credits), when both types can be means tested or universal. We then evaluate expansions of current arrangements for the U.S., and find that expansions of conditional transfers have substantial positive effects on female labor supply, that are largest at the bottom of the skill distribution. Expanding childcare credits leads to long-run increases in the participation of married females of 10.6%, while an equivalent expansion of child credits leads to the opposite (-2.4%). Expanding existing programs generates substantial welfare gains for newborn households, which are largest for less-skilled households. Expanding childcare credits leads to the largest welfare gains for newborns and achieves majority support.
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1 Introduction

This paper is about the macroeconomic and welfare implications of transfers to households with children, or child-related transfers for short. Should child-related transfers be universal or means-tested? Should they be conditional on work or independent of mothers’ labor supply? If such transfers are conditional on work, should they be in the form of a subsidy (and depend on how much a household spends on childcare) or lump-sum? In light of lessons we learn from answers to these questions, we then focus on expansions of the existing programs in the United States. We ask: what are the effects on household labor supply? What are the consequences on the human capital of females? What are the resulting welfare effects for different households? Are potential expansions of current programs supported by a majority of households?

Across developed countries, the nature and magnitude of child-related transfers differ non trivially. Sweden for instance, devotes nearly 0.9% of aggregate output to this form of public assistance. Several authors, e.g. Rogerson (2007), have attributed the high levels of female labor supply in Scandinavia to the scope and magnitude of child-related transfers there. In contrast, childcare subsidies in the United States are much smaller and child-related transfers that are independent of market work are higher.1 Child-related transfers are part of an active policy debate in the United States and other countries. In the United States, former President Obama discussed these policies in major speeches and events. Candidates from both major parties advanced proposals in this regard in the 2016 Presidential race, and the tax reform package of 2017 (the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act) included a major expansion of the child tax credits. Yet, the consequences for the U.S. economy of large expansions of current transfers to households with children are largely unexplored. We fill this void in this paper, by considering jointly several programs and the resulting tradeoffs for aggregate and welfare effects.

We build an equilibrium life-cycle model with heterogeneous single and married indi-

1The main childcare subsidy program in the United States is minuscule in relation to other developed countries. Overall, the United States spends less than 0.1% of output in childcare subsidies, and subsidies per child in formal childcare amount to less than US$ 900 in 2011. (Source: OECD Family Database, http://www.oecd.org/social/family/database.htm. Table PF3.1). Indirect childcare subsidies via the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit (CDCTC) program are also small, with implicit expenditures of only about 0.02% of GDP. On the other hand, the size of the Child Tax Credit (CTC) program that provides tax credits to households with children – independently of childcare expenses – is relatively larger and about 0.3% of GDP. Source: Maag (2013). We describe these programs in detail in section 2.
viduals suitable for policy analysis. The model economy has three key features. First, as in Guner, Kaygusuz and Ventura (2012-a, 2012-b), we allow for labor-supply decisions of spouses at the extensive and intensive margins. Second, in line with data, we jointly account for the presence of children across married and single households, the timing of their arrival and the associated childcare costs. In particular, we account for the observed heterogeneity in the number of children, childcare costs and the availability of informal childcare. Finally, we model the dynamic costs and benefits of participation decisions by allowing the labor market skills of females to depreciate due to childbearing disruptions. Hence, the expansions of transfer schemes that we consider capture potential changes in female skills and the gender wage gap.

We parameterize our model in line with the U.S. data, taking into account the three main programs of transfers to households with children: the childcare subsidies, childcare credits, and child credits. As we describe in detail later, these programs are critically different in nature. Childcare subsidies and childcare credits require positive labor earnings for both parents and positive childcare expenditures. While childcare subsidies target households at the bottom of the income distribution, all households qualify for childcare credits but the amount of credit declines with household income. In contrast, the child credit is independent of parents’ market work, targets poor and middle-income households, with credits that decline with household income.

What are the effects of these programs on female labor supply and welfare? Several forces are at play. First, in some married households, females choose to stay home and avoid incurring childcare expenses, even when the option of working and accumulating skills is available and would make them better off. Some of these households would like to borrow to cover their childcare expenses so that the female member of the household works, but they can’t by assumption. As a result, childcare subsidies and childcare credits can allow females to enter the labor force and enhance their skills, and potentially lead to welfare gains. Second, whenever the transfers are means-tested and involve a redistribution of resources from richer to poorer households, they can generate welfare gains for poorer households and losses for richer ones. Furthermore, the effects of these two forces are expected to be larger for lifetime-poor households, as childcare costs are larger for them in relative terms. For the same reasons, these households are expected to react more in terms of labor supply and participation decisions. Third, higher taxes are required when the programs are expanded.
Since childbearing is concentrated in a short span of the life cycle of households, and higher taxes are expected over the entire life cycle, some households will dislike the expansion of these programs even when they are net beneficiaries in the periods when childcare expenses are incurred.

**Understanding Child-related Transfers** We first proceed to use our model to understand the role of child-related transfers on household labor supply, output and welfare. We do so by answering three questions connected to the nature of the existing transfer programs: Should transfers be universal or means-tested (i.e. only households below an income limit qualify)? Should transfers be conditional on work or simply conditional on having children? If transfers are conditional on work, should they be in the form of a subsidy (i.e. they cover a fraction of childcare expenses) or a lump-sum transfer (i.e. independent of how much households actually spend on childcare)?

Figure 1 provides a taxonomy of programs along these dimensions, and places the three U.S. programs within this taxonomy. Child credits are means-tested and unconditional; childcare subsidies are means tested but also conditional on work and provide a subsidy to cover a fraction of childcare expenses; childcare credits are universal, conditional on work, and provide a subsidy. Answers to these questions are critical to understand how child-related transfers work, not just in the United States but more generally. To answer these questions, we take all the resources devoted to child-related transfers in the benchmark economy (i.e. total resources used by three programs in Figure 1), and reallocate them to a single program – one of six options presented in Figure 1 – and study the aggregate effects on labor supply and output as well as the welfare gains for newborns.

For the first question, we find that *means testing*, which allows for more generous transfers to low-income households, leads to larger welfare gains (or smaller losses) than universal programs (independent of whether these programs are conditional on work or take the form of subsidy or a lump-sum transfer). Regarding the second question, our findings show that *unconditional* transfers deliver larger welfare gains (independent of whether they are universal or means tested), as they provide transfers to low-income households in which females typically do not work. These gains become larger if such transfers are means tested. On the third question, if transfers are conditional on work, then *lump-sum* transfers fare better than subsides in terms of welfare (independent of whether they are universal or means tested).
This follows as less-skilled (poorer) households typically spend little on childcare in absolute amounts, and hence, in contrast to subsidies, lump-sum conditional transfers have the largest potential impact. If policy makers are interested in boosting married female labor supply, then the answers differ greatly. Unconditional transfers, both universal and means tested, depress labor supply, while conditional universal transfers generate the largest positive effect on female labor supply.

**Expanding Child-related Transfers**  To evaluate expansions of existing transfer programs in the United States, we first proceed to make childcare subsidies at the benchmark subsidy rate (75%) universal. This expansion requires an additional 1.2% income tax on all households. We then evaluate expansions of child credits and childcare credits that involve the same government expenditure and require the same additional tax rate on households. In addition, we also explore consequences of the expansion of child credits associated with the tax reform bill of 2017.

We find that expansions of child-related transfers lead to substantial changes in female labor supply, which are largest at the bottom of the skill distribution. We find that universal subsidies and the expansion of childcare credits lead to large and positive effects on female labor supply. With a universal subsidy, the participation rate of married females increases by 10.2% and aggregate hours by about 1.8% across steady states. Even larger effects emerge under an expansion of childcare credits. The overall participation rate increases by 10.6%, with larger effects on less-educated females. Our findings also show that the endogeneity of female skills is key in assessing the quantitative effects of child-related transfers. We find that the effects of expanding childcare subsidies or childcare credits on participation rates and hours are sharply reduced when female skills are assumed to be exogenous.

In contrast, an equivalent expansion of child credits leads to reductions in labor supply across the board. Across steady states, the participation rate of married females drops by 2.4%, hours by 1.4% and aggregate by 1.7%. Since this program is a transfer to households with children without any work requirement, it produces an income effect on labor supply decisions that reduces participation and hours of work. These negative effects on labor supply and output are even larger under the expansion of child credits embedded in the 2017 tax reform.

We find that the welfare gains for newborn households associated to expansions of the
existing programs are substantial. These gains are largest for less-skilled households in all cases analyzed. Taking into account transitions between steady states, welfare gains (consumption compensation) amount to 2.5%, 1.3% and 0.8%, under the expansions of childcare and child credit programs, and the universalization of childcare subsidies, respectively. We also find that welfare effects differ significantly across households, with poorer households generically benefiting more due to the redistributive nature of the programs in place.

Overall, the expansion of childcare credits emerges as the policy that delivers the most significant welfare gains for newborn households, and makes a majority of newborns better off. At the same time, it delivers the largest increases in married female labor force participation and aggregate output. This program expansion provides conditional childcare subsidies for all households, which are critical to deliver large labor supply responses. It also provides additional transfers to poor households if 100% of their childcare expenses are covered.

**Related Literature** This paper is related to several strands of literature. First, it is related to the empirical literature, going back to Heckman (1974), that studies the effects on female labor supply of childcare costs in general, e.g. Hotz and Miller (1988), and childcare subsidies in particular. Blau and Hagy (1998), Tekin (2007) and Baker, Gruber and Milligan (2008) are examples of papers in this group; all find positive and large effects of childcare subsidies on female employment. It is also related to the growing literature that studies macroeconomic models with heterogeneity in two-earner households. Examples of these papers are Chade and Ventura (2002), Greenwood, Guner and Knowles (2003), Olivetti (2006), Kaygusuz (2010, 2015), Hong and Rios-Rull (2007), Heathcote, Violante, Storesletten (2010), Erosa, Fuster and Restuccia (2010), Guner, Kaygusuz and Ventura (2012-a, 2012-b), Bick and Fuchs-Schündeln (2018), among others.

Finally, our paper contributes to a recent macroeconomics literature on childcare costs and child-related transfers. Work in this area shows that childcare costs and child-related transfers are important determinants of married female labor supply; e.g. Attanasio, Low and Sanchez-Marcos (2008) and Hannusch (2018). Expansions of childcare subsidies can lead to large increases in married female labor supply; e.g Bick (2016). Likewise, subsidizing childcare can be optimal from a welfare point of view; e.g. Domeij and Klein (2013) and Ho and Pavoni (2018). We expand this literature in two ways. First, we focus on a wider set of policy tools. In addition to childcare subsidies, we consider transfers that are both
conditional and unconditional on work, and study the consequences of means testing. This allows us to provide general policy lessons. Second, we study the expansion of existing programs in the U.S. in an environment with rich heterogeneity and where policies affect female skills over the life cycle. We show that a policy expansion that combines features of childcare subsidies and direct transfers generates the largest aggregate welfare gains and makes a majority of newborns better off.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the main transfer programs to households with children in the United States. Section 3 presents the model environment we study. In section 4, we discuss the parameterization of our model and choice of parameter values. We use the calibrated model in section 5 to provide an understanding of the effects of child-related transfers, by studying hypothetical program changes along the taxonomy provided in Figure 1. In section 6, we present our findings on the expansion of the existing programs in the U.S. on aggregates and welfare. Finally, section 7 concludes.

2 Child-Related Transfers in the U.S.

We describe below key programs in the United States that provide assistance to households with children: childcare subsidies, childcare tax credits and child tax credits.

Childcare Subsidies The main program that provides childcare subsidies for low-income families in the US is the Child Care Development Fund (CCDF). The program was created as part of the welfare reform (the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) of 1996) and consolidated an array of programs into one.\(^2\) In order to qualify for a subsidy, parents must be employed, in training, or in school. The program targets low-income households. States can use the CCDF funds to assist families with incomes up to 85% of the state median income (SMI), but can set lower limits. As of 2011, state income eligibility limits varied from 37% to 83% of SMI (Lynch 2001). In 1999, the population-weighted average of the income threshold was $25,637 (calculations based on Blau 2000, Table 3, and population estimates from the Census Bureau), which is about

\(^2\)For an excellent overview of the history of childcare subsidy programs and details of the current program, see Blau (2003). The CCDF is administered by the Federal level by the Child Care Bureau (CCB), Office of Family Assistance in the Administration for Children and Families (ACF). States receive grants from the program, and they are responsible for ensuring that these are administered in compliance with Federal guidelines. States have, however, significant discretion.
60-61% of U.S. median household income in 1999. However, only a small fraction of qualified families get a subsidy. In 1999 and 2000, the CCDF served only 12-15% of eligible children (Blau and Tekin, 2007). Households might lack information and the application procedures tend to be complicated. States also use direct rationing (Adams and Rohacek 2002 and Adams and Heller 2015). In 2010, about 1.7 million children (ages 0-13) were served by the CCDF, which is about 5.5% of all children (ages 0-13) in the US.\(^3\) In 2012, the average income of those receiving a subsidy was about $20,000 (about 28% of the mean household income).\(^4\)

Families receiving childcare subsidy from the CCDF must make a co-payment. These co-payments increase with parental income. Both the level of co-payments and the benefit reduction rate differ greatly across states. On average co-payments were about 6% of total family income.\(^5\) Given an average income of $20,000 for recipients, this amounts to a co-payment of about $1,200 dollars per year. In 2010, the CCDF paid a monthly amount of about $400 per family, or $4,800 per year, to care providers (including the co-payment).\(^6\) Hence about 25% of childcare costs ($1,200 out of $4,800) were paid by the families, while the remaining 75% constituted the subsidy.

We refer to this program as childcare subsidy. As we indicate in Figure 1, this program is a means-tested, conditional, subsidy program.

**Childcare Credits** The Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit (CDCTC) is a non-refundable tax credit that allows parents to deduct a fraction of their childcare expenses from their tax liabilities. While the childcare subsidies mainly serve poor households, the CDCTC provides a credit on their out-of-pocket childcare expenses for children below age 12 to all households. To be able to qualify for the tax credit, both parents must work. The maximum qualified childcare expenditure is $3,000 per child, with an overall maximum of $6,000. Parents receive a fraction of qualifying expenses as a tax credit. This fraction starts at 35%, remains at this level up to a household income of $15,000, and then declines with

---

\(^3\)Source: http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/occ/resource/fy-2010-data-tables-final, Table 1.

\(^4\)About 57% of families had incomes that were less than $19,900, about 28% had incomes between $19,900 and $29,850, and 15% had incomes that were greater than $27,465 (source: http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/occ/data_fact_sheet_preliminary_ffy_2012.doc). About two thirds of the families who receive a subsidy are single-mother families (Herbst 2008).


household income. The lowest rate, which applies for families with a total household income above $43,000, is 20%. As a result, a household with income above this limit and two or more children below age 12 can deduct up to $1,200 (20% of $6,000) from their tax liabilities. Since the CDCTC is not refundable, only households with positive tax liabilities benefit from it. As a result, household at the bottom of income distribution do not receive benefits from the CDCTC. More than 50% of benefits were received by households in the top two income quantiles in 2013, with an average benefit of $500 per receiving household (Maag, 2013). We refer to this program as childcare credit. In terms of the taxonomy in Figure 1, this program is a universal, conditional, subsidy program.

**Child Credits** The Child Tax Credit (CTC) provides poor households a tax credit for each child, independent of their childcare expenditures and the labor market status of parents. The CTC starts at $1,000 per qualified children under age 17, and stays at this level up to a household income level of $75,000 for single and $110,000 for married couples. Beyond this income limit, the credit declines at a 5% rate until it is completely phased out when the household income is more than $40,000 the income limit ($115,000 for single and $150,000 for married couples).

Like the CDCTC, the CTC is non-refundable, and, as a result, it does not provide benefits for poor households with zero or low tax liabilities. This is partly compensated by the Additional Child Tax Credit (ACTC) that gives part or full of the unused portion of the CTC back to families. In 2013, close to 50% of benefits under the CTC and the ACTC were received by households in the bottom two income quantiles, but given the way the ACTC works, the largest share of benefits were still collected by households who are in the second income quantile (Maag, 2013). The average amount of benefits per receiving household was about $1,500. We refer to this program as child credit. In the taxonomy of Figure 1, it is a means-tested and unconditional transfer program.

---


8The ACTC does not make the CTC fully refundable since only households with some minimum earnings start getting the ACTC. If a household’s earnings exceed this minimum earnings, it receives 15% of the difference between its earnings and the threshold or the unused portion of the CTC, whichever is smaller. The minimum earnings to qualify for the ACTC was $11,000 in 2005. The 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act lowered this minimum income to $3,000 and this was extended through 2017 as part of the 2012 American Taxpayer Relief Act. This increased the number of poor families getting transfers from the CTC significantly. See [http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book](http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book) and [https://www.irs.gov/uac/Ten-Facts-about-the-Child-Tax-Credit](https://www.irs.gov/uac/Ten-Facts-about-the-Child-Tax-Credit).
Current Policy Debate and Reforms  Expansion of child-related transfers to working families with children is at the center of the policy debate in the U.S. today. An important division is between proposals that support the expansion of child-related transfers that are conditional on work, and those that support unconditional transfers.

1. Expansion of Childcare Subsidies: Since the current program serves only a small fraction of families that it is intended to serve, there have been several calls for providing further funding for the program and making it more accessible to poor families. As part of his 2015 State of the Union initiative, for example, former President Obama proposed to expand childcare subsidies so that it covers about 1 million additional children, an almost 60% increase in the number of children covered (White House, 2015). We consider the expansion (universalization) of childcare subsidies in our main exercises.

2. Increasing the Childcare Credits: Former President Obama suggested to increase childcare credits such that any family with young (0 to 5 years old) children whose income is below $120,000 qualifies for a $3,000 per child tax credit (White House, 2015). Such a family would get $1,200 credit under the current system.

3. 2017 Expansion of Child Credits: The recent tax reform bill enacted in 2017 makes child credits more generous. The credit has been increased from $1,000 to $2,000 for each qualifying child. Likewise, the phaseout income levels have been increased substantially – it is now $400,000 for married households and $200,000 for the rest. The phaseout rate is still the same, implying that the child credit becomes zero at much higher income levels than before. The earned income threshold for the refundable portion of the income is reduced from $3,000 to $2,500, and up to $1,400 of each child credit is refundable. We evaluate these policy changes in section 6.

3 The Economic Environment

We study a stationary overlapping generations economy populated by a continuum of males \((m)\) and a continuum of females \((f)\). Let \(j \in \{1, 2, ..., J\}\) denote the age of each individual. Population grows at rate \(n\). Population structure is stationary so that age-\(j\) agents are a
fraction \(\mu_j\) of the population at any point in time. The weights are normalized to add up to one, and obey the recursion, \(\mu_{j+1} = \mu_j/(1 + n)\).

Each individual is born with a given type (education level). Individuals also differ in terms of their marital status: they are born as either single or married and their marital status does not change over time. Each agent starts life as a worker, retire at age \(J_R\), and collects pension benefits until age \(J\). We assume that married households are comprised by individuals who are of the same age. As a result, members of a married household experience identical life-cycle dynamics. At any point in time, the model economy is populated by married and single households that differ by the age and education levels of their members.

Married households and single females also differ in terms of the number of children attached to them. They can be childless or endowed with children. The number of children that a household has depends on its marital status, as well as on education levels of its members. Children appear either early or late in the life-cycle exogenously and stay with their parents for three periods. Children do not provide any utility.

Each period, working households (married or single) make labor supply, consumption and savings decisions. Households cannot borrow. Young children imply a fixed time cost for females. If a female with children, married or single, works, then the household also has to pay childcare costs. Households differ according to their access to informal childcare (care provided, for example, by grandparents and other relatives), and the childcare costs depend on the availability of informal care, the marital status of the household, and the education levels of household members. The heterogeneity in childcare costs captures differences in childcare demand by households, both in quantity and quality. Childcare costs are mitigated partially or fully by child-related transfer programs. On top of childcare costs, if the female member of a married household works, then the household incurs a utility cost. This utility cost captures the residual heterogeneity in labor force participation decisions of married females. Not working for a female is, however, also costly; if she does not work, she experiences losses of labor efficiency units for next period.

A government taxes households and provides transfers. Child-related transfers are childcare subsidies, child tax credits, and childcare tax credits. The government also administers the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), which works as a wage subsidy for households below a certain income, and a means-tested welfare system, which provides transfers for low income households.
Production and Markets  There is an aggregate firm that operates a constant returns to scale technology. The firm rents capital and labor services from households at rates $R$ and $w$, respectively. Using $K$ units of capital and $L_g$ units of labor, firms produce $F(K, L_g) = K^\alpha L_g^{1-\alpha}$ units of consumption (investment) goods. Capital depreciates at rate $\delta_k$. Childcare services are provided using labor services only. Thus, the price of childcare services is the wage rate, $w$. Total labor services available are split between childcare services and the production of goods, $L_g$. Households save in the form of a risk-free asset that pays the competitive rate of return $r = R - \delta_k$.

Heterogeneity and Demographics  Individuals differ in terms of their labor efficiency units in two respects. First, at the start of life, each male is endowed with an exogenous type $z$ that remains constant. Let $z \in Z$ and $Z \subset R_{++}$ be a finite set. We refer to this type of heterogeneity as the education type. Second, within each education type, there is further heterogeneity; some agents with the same education are more productive than others. This additional level of heterogeneity is denoted by $\varepsilon_z$. Let $\varepsilon_z \in E_z$ and $E_z \subset R$ be a finite set. Like $z$, $\varepsilon_z$ is drawn at the start of an agent’s life and remains constant over his life cycle. This additional heterogeneity allows us to generate a level of inequality that is consistent with the data. In particular, the model can capture the lower tail of the income distribution where the child-related transfers matter most.

The productivity of an age-$j$, type-$z$ agent with $\varepsilon_z$ is given by $\varpi_m(z, j)\varepsilon_z$. Let $\Omega_j(z)$ denote the fraction of age-$j$, type-$z$ males in male population, with $\sum_{z \in Z} \Omega_j(z) = 1$. We assume that $\varepsilon_z$ is distributed symmetrically around 1, and let $\Xi_\varepsilon(\varepsilon_z)$ be the fraction of type $\varepsilon_z$ agents such that $\sum_{\varepsilon_z \in E_z} \Xi_\varepsilon(\varepsilon_z)\varepsilon_z = 1$. Hence, while some type-$z$ agents have productivity levels above the mean along their life-cycle, others have productivity levels below the mean.

As males, each female starts her working life with a particular education type, which is denoted by $x \in X$, where $X \subset R_{++}$ is a finite set. Let $\Phi_j(x)$ denote the fraction of age-$j$, type-$x$ females in female population, with $\sum_{x \in X} \Phi_j(x) = 1$. Again as males, each female is also assigned a particular $\varepsilon_x$ value at the start her life. Let $\varepsilon_x \in E_x$ and $E_x \subset R$ be a finite set with $\sum_{\varepsilon_x \in E_x} \Xi(\varepsilon_x)\varepsilon_x = 1$.

As women enter and leave the labor market, their labor market productivity levels evolve endogenously. Each female starts life with an initial productivity that depends on her education level, denoted by $h_1 = \varpi_f(x, 1) \in H$. After age-1, the next period’s productivity
level \( (h') \) depends on the female’s education \( x \), her age \( (j) \), the current level of \( h \) and current labor supply \( (l) \), and is given by

\[
h' = \mathcal{H}(x, h, l, j) = \exp \left[ \ln h + \alpha_j x \chi(l) - \delta_x (1 - \chi(l)) \right],
\]

where \( \chi \{.\} \) denotes the indicator function, \( \alpha_j x \) is the growth rate associated with work, and \( \delta_x \) is the depreciation rate for not working. The growth and the depreciation rates depend on education, \( x \), which allows us to capture differences in age-earnings profiles of females by education. The labor market productivity for a female with human capital level \( h \) and a productivity realization \( \varepsilon_x \) is \( h \varepsilon_x \).

**Children and Childcare Costs**  
Children are assigned exogenously to married couples and single females at the start of life, depending only on the education of parents. Each married couple and single female can be of three types: *early* child bearers, *late* child bearers, and those *without* any children. Let \( k(x) \) and \( k(x, z) \) denote the number of children that a single female of type-\( x \) and a married couple of type \( (x, z) \) have, if they are early or late childbearers. Early child bearers have these children in ages \( j = 1, 2, 3 \) while late child bearers have children attached to them in ages \( j = 2, 3, 4 \).

If a female with children works, married or single, then the household has to pay for childcare costs. These costs are independent of how many hours a female decides to work and only depend on whether or not she participates in the labor market. This captures the fixed cost associated with many paid childcare arrangements.\(^9\) Single-female and married-couple households differ by whether they have access to informal childcare, denoted by \( g \in \{0, 1\} \). The childcare costs depend on the age of the child \( (s) \), the type (education) level of parents and their access to informal childcare. Let \( d(s, x, g) \) and \( d(s, x, z, g) \) be the per-child childcare costs for a single female of type-\( x \) and a married couple of type-\( (x, z) \), respectively. The dependence of childcare costs on parental education and access to informal care is intended to capture differences in the quality and quantity of childcare that different households might choose. Since the competitive price of childcare services is the wage rate \( w \), the total cost of childcare for a single-female and married-couple household with age-\( s \) children is given by \( w k(x) d(s, x, g) \) and \( w k(x, z) d(s, x, z, g) \), respectively.

\(^9\)Most common childcare arrangements for working mothers (i.e. day care centers, nurseries and preschools, and family day care centers) require a weekly or monthly contract (Laughlin, 2013).
Utility Cost of Joint Work  We assume that at the start of their lives married households draw a \( q \) that represents the utility costs of joint market work. For a given household, the initial draw of utility cost depends on the education of the husband. Let \( \zeta(q|z) \) denote the probability that the cost of joint work is \( q \), with \( \sum_{q \in Q} \zeta(q|z) = 1 \), where \( Q \subset R^+ \) is a finite set.

Preferences  The momentary utility function for a single female is given by

\[
U^S_f(c, l, \eta) = \log(c) - \varphi(l + \eta) \frac{1}{1+\frac{1}{\gamma}},
\]

where \( c \) is consumption, \( l \) is time devoted to market work, \( \varphi \) is the parameter for the disutility of work, \( \eta \) is fixed time cost of having age-1 (young) children for a female, and \( \gamma \) is the intertemporal elasticity of labor supply. Here \( k_y \in \{0, 1\} \) is an indicator for the presence of age-1 (young) children in the household. For a single male, the utility function looks exactly the same with \( k_y = 0 \).

Married households maximize the sum of their members utilities, given by

\[
U^M_f(c, l_f, q, k_y) + U^M_m(c, l_m, l_f, q) = 2 \log(c) - \varphi(l_f + \eta) \frac{1}{1+\frac{1}{\gamma}} - \varphi l_m^{1+\frac{1}{\gamma}} - \chi \{l_f\} q.
\]

If a female member works, when \( \chi \{.\} = 1 \), the household incurs the utility cost \( q \). Note that consumption is a public good within the household. Note also that the parameter \( \gamma \), the intertemporal elasticity of labor supply, and \( \varphi \), the weight on disutility of work, are independent of gender and marital status. As a result, gender differences in labor supply behavior emerge as a result of households’ optimal decisions given the constraints they face.

Following the tradition in macroeconomics literature, we restrict the preferences to be consistent with a balanced-growth path. An alternative specification would allow the marginal utility of consumption to be affected by demographics (e.g. household size) and the female labor force participation decision.\(^\text{10}\) In the current specification, the female labor force participation affects the level of utility through the cost of joint work, \( q \).

\(^\text{10}\)See, for example, Attanasio, Banks, Meghir and Weber (1999) and Attanasio, Low and Sanchez-Marcos (2008). If the level of childcare expenditure was a choice variable, such a flexible specification would help us to generate the right level of childcare expenditure along the life-cycle for different types of households, and would provide us with more flexibility in matching the life-cycle patterns of married females labor supply. Our model, however, performs well in matching different aspects of married female labor supply along the life-cycle (see Table 2 and Figures 3 and 4 below).
### 3.1 Government

The government taxes labor and capital income, and uses these tax collections to pay for government consumption, tax credits, transfers and childcare subsidies. It also collects payroll taxes and pays for social security transfers.

**Incomes, Taxation and Social Security** Income for tax purposes, $I$, is defined as total labor and capital income. Let $a$ stand for household’s assets. Then, for a single male worker, taxable income equals $I = ra + w\bar{w}_m(z,j)\bar{z}_m$, while for a single female worker, it reads as $I = ra + wh\bar{z}_f$. For a married working household, taxable income equals $I = ra + w(\bar{w}_m(z,j)\bar{z}_m + h\bar{z}_f)$. We assume that social security benefits are not taxed, so income for tax purposes is simply given by $ra$ for retired households. The total income tax liabilities of married and single households, before any tax credits, are affected by the presence of children in the household, and are represented by tax functions $T^M(I,k)$ and $T^S(I,k)$, respectively, where $k$ stands for the number of children. These functions are continuous in $I$, increasing and convex.

There is a payroll tax on labor incomes ($\tau_p$) to fund social-security transfers. Moreover, each household pays an additional flat capital income tax ($\tau_k$) on the returns from asset holdings. The social security system balances its budget every period.

Retired households have access to social security benefits. We assume that social security benefits depend on agents’ education types, i.e. more productive agents potentially can receive larger social security benefits. This allows us to capture in a parsimonious way the positive relation between lifetime earnings and social security transfers, as well as the intra-cohort redistribution built into the system. Let $p_j^S(x)$, $p_m^S(z)$, and $p^M(x,z)$ indicate the level of social security benefits for a single female of type $x$, a single male of type $z$ and a married retired household of type $(x,z)$, respectively. Hence, retired households pre-tax resources are simply $a + ra + p_j^S(x)$ and $a + ra + p_m^S(z)$ for singles, and $a + ra + p^M(x,z)$ for married ones.

**Child-Related Transfers** Each household, married or single, with total income level below $\bar{I}$ and with a working mother receives a subsidy of $\theta$ percent for childcare payments. As a result, effective childcare expenditures for a single-female household of type-$(x,g)$ with $k(x)$ children of age $s$ is given by $wk(x)d(s,x,g)(1 - \theta)$, if the household qualifies for a
subsidy, and \( wk(x)d(s, x, g) \), otherwise. For a married couple household, the effective expenditures for a household that do and do not qualify for childcare subsidies are given by \( wk(x, z)d(s, x, z, g)(1 - \theta) \) and \( wk(x, z)d(s, x, z, g) \), respectively. In the model economy, \( \tilde{I} \) determines directly how many households get a subsidy, since we abstract from frictions, e.g. red tape or lack of information, that limit the caseload in practice. Each household can also receive child credits or childcare credits. Details of these programs are provided in Section 2 and in the Online Appendix.

**Other Credits and Transfers** Each household also can receive the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). The EITC, a fully-refundable tax credit, works as a wage subsidy for households below a certain income level. Finally, each household below a certain income level receives a transfer from the government as a function of its marital status and income. Details are provided in the Online Appendix. While our quantitative exercises focus on child-related transfers, the presence of the EITC and a welfare system allows us to capture the existing level of redistribution in the U.S. tax and transfer system. For single-male, single-female, and married-couple households with income level \( I \), number of children \( k \) and total childcare expenditure \( D \), the total tax credits and transfers (including child credits and childcare credits) are represented by \( TR_f^S(I, D, k) \), \( TR_m^S(I, D, k) \) and \( TR^M(I, D, k) \), respectively.

### 3.2 Decision Problem

We now present the decision problem for different types of households in the recursive language. For single females, the individual state is given by \((a, h, x, \varepsilon_x, b, g, j)\). For married couples, the state is given by \((a, h, x, z, \varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_z, q, b, g, j)\). Note that the dependency of taxes on the presence of children in the household is summarized by age \((j)\) and childbearing status \((b)\): (i) if \( b = \{1, 2\} \) and \( j = \{b, b + 1, b + 2\} \), then a household has children, and (ii) there is no child in the house, if \( b = 2 \) and \( j = 1 \), or \( b = \{1, 2\} \) for all \( j > b + 2 \), or \( b = 0 \) for all \( j \). Similarly, the presence of age-1 (young) children \((k_y)\) depends on \( b \) and \( j \).

For expositional purposes, we collapse the permanent characteristics in the household problems in single vector of state variables. Let \( s^M \equiv (x, z, \varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_z, q, b, g) \) be the vector of exogenous states for married households, and let \( s^S_f \equiv (x, \varepsilon_x, b, g) \) be the vector of exogenous
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11 An alternative would be to choose a larger \( \tilde{I} \), but impose a probability of not getting a subsidy.
states for single females. We present the problems of single females and married couples. The problem of a single male, with state $s^S_m \equiv (z, \varepsilon_z)$, is standard.

**The Problem of a Single Female Household** A single female’s decisions depend on $s^S_f \equiv (x, \varepsilon_x, b, g)$, her assets $a$, and her current human capital $h$, and are determined by

$$V^S_f(a, h, s^S_f, j) = \max_{a', l} \{U^S_f(c, l, k_y) + \beta V^S_f(a', h', s^S_f, j + 1)\},$$

subject to

(i) With kids: if $b = \{1, 2\}$, $j \in \{b, b+1, b+2\}$, then there are $k(x)$ children in the household and

$$c + a' = \begin{cases} 
    a(1 + r(1 - \tau_k)) + wh\varepsilon_x l(1 - \tau_p) - T^S(I, k(x)) \\
    + TR^S_f(I, D(1 - \theta), k(x)) \\
    - D(1 - \theta)\chi(l), \text{ if } I \leq \bar{I} \\
    a(1 + r(1 - \tau_k)) + wh\varepsilon_x l(1 - \tau_p) - T^S(I, k(x)) \\
    + TR^S_f(I, D, k(x)) \\
    - D\chi(l), \text{ otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where $I = wh\varepsilon_x l + ra$ and $D$, childcare expenditures, are $D = wd(j + 1 - b, x, g)k(x)$. Furthermore, if $b = j$, then $k_y = 1$.

(ii) Without kids but not retired: if $b = 0$, or $b = \{1, 2\}$ and $b + 2 < j < J_R$, or $b = 2$ and $j = 1$, then there are no children at home and

$$c + a' = a(1 + r(1 - \tau_k)) + wh\varepsilon_x l(1 - \tau_p) - T^S(wh\varepsilon_x l + ra, 0)$$

$$+ TR^S_f(wh\varepsilon_x l + ra, 0, 0).$$

(iii) Retired: if $j \geq J_R$, then $k(x) = 0$, and

$$c + a' = a(1 + r(1 - \tau_k)) + p^S_f(x) - T^S(ra, 0) + TR^S_f(ra, 0, 0).$$

In addition,

$$h' = H(x, h, l, j),$$

and
\[ l \geq 0, \alpha' \geq 0 \text{ (with strict equality if } j = J). \]

Note how the cost of children depends on the age of children, the availability of grandparents and the education of the mother. Consider a single female of type-x with available informal care, \( g = 1 \), whose income is low enough to qualify for the subsidy. If \( b = 1 \), the household has \( k(x) \) children at ages 1, 2 and 3, then \( wd(j + 1 - b, x, g)k(x)(1 - \theta) \) denotes childcare costs for ages 1, 2 and 3 with \( j = \{1, 2, 3\} \). If \( b = 2 \), the household has children at ages 2, 3 and 4, then \( wd(j + 1 - b, x, g)k(x)(1 - \theta) \) denotes the cost for children of ages 1, 2 and 3 with \( j = \{2, 3, 4\} \) again assuming that she receives the subsidy \( \theta \). A female only incurs the time cost of children, i.e. \( k_y = 1 \), if her kids are 1 model-period old, and this happens if \( b = j = 1 \) or \( b = j = 2 \).

**The Problem of Married Households**  Like singles, married couples decide how much to consume, how much to save, and how much to work. They also decide whether the female member of the household should work. Their problem is given by

\[
V^M(a, h, s^M, j) = \max_{a'; l_f, l_m} \{ [U^M_f(c, l_f, q, k_y) + U^M_m(c, l_m, l_f, q)] + \beta V^M(a', h', s^M, j + 1) \},
\]

subject to

(i) **With kids:** if \( b = \{1, 2\}, j \in \{b, b + 1, b + 2\} \), then the household has \( k(x, z) \) children and

\[
c + a' = \begin{cases} 
\alpha(1 + r(1 - \tau_k)) + w(\varphi_m(z, j)\varepsilon_m l_m + h\varepsilon_x l_f)(1 - \tau_p) \\
-T^M(I, k(x, z)) + TR^M(I, D(1 - \theta), k(x, z)) \\
-D(1 - \theta)\chi(l_f), \text{ if } I \leq \hat{I} \\
\end{cases}.
\]

(ii) **Without kids but not retired:** if \( b = 0 \), or \( b = \{1, 2\} \) and \( b + 2 < j < J_R \), or \( b = 2 \), \( j = 1 \), then \( k(x, z) = 0 \) and

\[ I = w\varphi_m(z, j)\varepsilon_m l_m + wh\varepsilon_x l_f + ra \text{ and } D = wd(j + 1 - b, x, z, g)k(x, z). \] Furthermore, if \( b = j \), then \( k_y = 1 \).
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\[ c + a' = a(1 + r(1 - \tau_k)) + w(\varpi_m(z, j)\varepsilon_{z, m} + h\varepsilon_{x, f})(1 - \tau_p) \]
\[ - T^M(I, 0) + TR^M(I, 0, 0), \]

where \( I = w\varpi_m(z, j)\varepsilon_{z, m} + wh\varepsilon_{x, f} + ra. \)

(ii) Retired: if \( j \geq J_R \), then \( k(x, z) = 0 \) and
\[ c + a' = a(1 + r(1 - \tau_k)) + p^M(x, z) - T^M(ra, 0) + TR^M(ra, 0, 0). \]

In addition,
\[ h' = \mathcal{H}(x, h, l_f, j), \]

and
\[ l_m \geq 0, \ l_f \geq 0, \ a' \geq 0 \] (with strict equality if \( j = J \)).

We present a formal notion of a stationary equilibrium in the Online Appendix.

4 The Benchmark Economy

In this section, we first briefly discuss how we assign parameter values to the endowment, preference, and technology parameters. We leave details to the Online Appendix. We then comment on how the model performs in terms of variables that are pertinent for the main questions of this paper.

We set the length of a model period to be five years. The first model period \((j = 1)\) corresponds to ages 25-29, while the first model period of retirement \((j = J_R)\) corresponds to ages 65-69. After working 8 periods, agents retire at age 65 and live until age 80 \((J = 11)\). There are 5 education types. Each type corresponds to an educational attainment level: less than high school (HS<), high school (HS), some college (SC), college (COL) and post-college (COL+) education.

Our calibration strategy is as follows. First, we take the demographic structure of the population (who is single, who is married and who is married with whom) from the data. We also take from the data childbearing status and the number of children for different types of households and the fraction of them who has access to informal childcare.
Second, we model all child-related transfers as closely as possible to how they are present in the U.S. Similarly, we model federal income taxes, the EITC, means-tested welfare transfers, and the social security system to reflect the current U.S. public policy. For childcare subsidies, following our discussion in Section 2, we set $\theta = 0.75$, i.e. a 75% subsidy rate, and set $\tilde{I}$ such that the poorest 5.5% of families with children receive a subsidy from the government in line with data. This procedure sets $\tilde{I}$ at about 15.8% of mean household income in the benchmark economy. In the policy experiments below, we make the childcare subsidies universal by setting $\tilde{I}$ to an arbitrarily large number. Child credits operate as means-tested transfers to households with children. If a household’s income is below a certain limit, $\tilde{I}_{CTC}$, then the potential credit is $1,000 per child. If the household income is above the income limit, then the credit declines by 5% for each additional dollar of income. Unlike child credits, all households with positive childcare expenditures can qualify for childcare credits. Potential childcare credits are calculated in two steps: First, for each household, the level of childcare expenditures that can be claimed against credits is determined. This expenditure is simply the minimum of the earnings of each parent in the household, a cap, and actual childcare expenditures. The cap is set $3,000 and $6,000 for households with one child and with more than one children. Second, each household can claim a certain fraction of this qualified expenditure as a tax credit. This fraction starts at 35%, and declines by 1% for each $2,000 of household income above $15,000 until it reaches 20%, and then remains constant at this level.\footnote{We present the programs in terms of actual dollar values for expositional purposes. These values are then converted into multiples of mean income.}

Figure 2 shows the potential child credits and childcare credits for a married household with two children.\footnote{For Figure 2, we assume that at each income level the husband and the wife earn 60% and 40% of the household income, respectively, and that all households spend 10% of their income on childcare.} The actual credits that a household receives depend on the total tax liabilities of the household. Further details are presented in the Online Appendix. As Figure 2 shows, the child credit has a very clear structure: all households up to an income threshold are potentially qualified for about $2,000 (about 3.3% of mean household income in the US in 2004) and above this threshold the credit starts declining until it hits zero. The potential childcare credit is small for households with very low incomes as the earnings of the wife are likely to be less than the maximum credit. It first peaks and then declines as the earnings of the wife increase, and all households above an income threshold get $1,200 (2% of mean income...}
Finally, we select the remaining parameters to match jointly several targets. (i) We choose the residual heterogeneity within educational types, $\varepsilon_x$ and $\varepsilon_z$, to reproduce the variance of log-wages for males in the first age group (ages 25-29). (ii) We set initial values of human capital for each skill level for females to match the wage gender gap at ages 25-29. We then select $\alpha_j^x$ so that if a female of a particular type works in every period, her wage profile has exactly the same shape as a male of the same type, i.e. we set $\alpha_j^x$ values equal to the growth rates of male wages at each age.\textsuperscript{14} We choose skill-dependent depreciation rates, $\delta_x$, so as to match the change in the gender gap between ages 25-29 and 30-34 for skilled and unskilled married women. We find a yearly depreciation rate of 2.5% for unskilled women, and a larger one (5.6%) for skilled women.\textsuperscript{15} (iii) We choose $d(s,x,g)$ and $d(s,x,z,g)$, the efficiency units of labor required for childcare for a single female of type-$(x,g)$, and for a married couple of type-$(x,z,g)$, to match the aggregate spending on childcare as well as the relative spending by different types of households. (iv) We choose the discount factor to match capital-to-output ratio. (v) We select the disutility from market work, $\varphi$, to match hours per worker, and the time cost of young (age 1) children, $\eta$, to match labor force participation of married females with young children. (vi) We pick the additional proportional tax, $\tau_k$, on capital so that the model matches corporate tax collections from data. Similarly, we select the social security benefits, $b$, for a given tax rate from the US data, to balance the social security budget. (vii) Finally, we parameterize the distribution of the disutility of joint market work, $q$, and infer its parameters so as to generate the observed female force participation by married females conditional on the husbands’ types. Table 1 summarizes our parameter choices. Table 2 illustrates the performance of the model in relation to data.

Participation Rates  As Table 2 shows, the model reproduces very well the aggregate facts for labor-force participation rates. The table shows that in the model, participation rates for married females by skill rise from about 47.2% for less than high school females,
to about 79.9% for those with more than college education. In the data, participation rates rise from 46.4% to 81.9%, respectively.

Figure 3 shows how the labor force participation of females changes by age in the model and in the data. These patterns were not explicitly targeted in the calibration and serve as an external validity check on our model economy. Moreover, the conformity of the model with the data in terms of participation rates is important as policies towards households with children are expected to have substantial effects on this variable. Both in the data and in the model, for skilled married women (those with college and more than college education), participation rates are roughly constant over the life cycle while for the unskilled ones (those with less than college education), participation rates slightly increase with age. Figure 4 shows the patterns of participation rates by childbearing status. We divide married females in two different groups in this case; those with children and those without. The figure shows that participation rates for women with children increase during childbearing age, while the opposite occurs for childless married women. Once again, the figures demonstrate that the model can reproduce the empirical patterns.  

**Gender-Wage Gap**  
By construction, our calibration matches the gender gap in the first model period, for ages 25-30. Afterwards, the gender wage gap evolves endogenously as married females decide whether to work or not and their wages change accordingly. In particular, if a female does not participate in the labor market, her human capital depreciates and the gender wage gap grows with age. Figure 5 shows how the gender gap evolves over the life-cycle for skilled married females – with college and more than college education – as well as for unskilled married females – with less than college education.

The reader should recall that we set $\delta_x$ for skilled and unskilled females to match the change in the gender gap between ages 25-29 and 30-39. As we illustrate in Figure 5, the increase in the gender gap in the model over the entire set of prime working years (ages 25-29 to 50-55) is more or less the same for both skill groups – about 12 percentage points. In the data, however, the increase is stronger for skilled married females whereas it is weaker for unskilled ones.  
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16In the Online Appendix we report two additional figures on married female labor force participation; one for skilled and one for unskilled ones by the presence of children (Figures A11 and A12).  
17In the model economy, we observe the labor market productivity levels for all married females whether or not they participate in the labour market. Since this is a more informative statistics about how the model economy works, we report the gender gap from the model for all married females. In order to produce a
5 Understanding Child-Related Transfers

We now use our calibrated model economy as a laboratory to understand the aggregate and welfare effects of child-related transfers. We focus on the effects of these arrangements on household labor supply and welfare, highlight the mechanisms at work, and provide foundations for the actual policy analysis that we conduct in the next section. To this end, we evaluate a *hypothetical* reallocation of current resources used for child-related transfers to expand each transfer program, one at a time.

The reader should recall that the child-related transfer programs discussed in Section 2 have a number of prominent features. These programs provide subsidies at given rates for households whose income is below a threshold (childcare subsidies), allow all household to recover part of their childcare expenses (childcare credits), or provide a lump-sum transfer, again for households whose income is below a threshold (child credits). Childcare credits and childcare subsidies are conditional on market work, while child credits are independent of market work. Motivated by these features, our analysis is structured to answer three questions:

1. Should transfers be universal or means-tested?
2. Should transfers be conditional on work or independent of mothers’ labor supply?
3. If transfers are conditional, should they be in the form of a subsidy (and depend on how much a household spend on childcare) or lump sum?

The answers to these questions are key to design effective child-related transfer programs and to understand the policy experiments for the US economy that we study in the next section.

5.1 Reallocation of Child-Related Transfers

In light of the questions above, we design exercises in order to gauge the different attributes of child-related transfers. We consider three transfer schemes that take *all* the resources devoted to child-related transfers in the benchmark economy (i.e. total resources used by comparable measure from the data, we impute wages for females who do not participate in the labor market using a standard Heckman selection model. We report details of this procedure in the Online Appendix.)
childcare subsidies, child credits and childcare credits), and allocate them to a single program. These programs do not imply any additional taxes on households, and if a household does not qualify for any child-related transfer in the benchmark economy, it is indifferent to alternative programs.

The first scheme is a childcare subsidy, which subsidizes childcare payments for married and single female households, under the condition that the female member of the household works. We consider two cases: a universal subsidy, which is available to all households with children, and a 75% subsidy, which is only available to households whose income is below a threshold. The second one is a lump-sum transfer per child that is conditional on work of adult members of the household. A household qualifies for such transfers if both adults supply positive amounts of labor. We dub this case conditional transfers. We consider again two cases: one in which the transfer is universal, and another one that doubles the size of the universal transfer but only serves households with an income below a threshold. The last one pertains to a transfer per child that is unconditional on work, as the child tax credit in the U.S. We dub this case simply unconditional transfers. Again, we evaluate two cases: one in which the transfer is universal, and another one that doubles the size of the universal transfer but targets households with an income below a threshold. These (six) cases exhaust all the possibilities in the taxonomy depicted in Figure 1.

We evaluate the implications of these changes assuming a small-open economy (fixed factor prices). We assume that changes occur at a given date ($t_0$, say), in a permanent and non-anticipated fashion and compute the implied transitional dynamics. For welfare, we focus in this section and in the next one on newborn households at $t_0$. Table 3 presents our findings, where each column reports percentage changes with respect to the benchmark economy.

**Childcare Subsidies** When child-related transfers are replaced by a universal childcare subsidy, all households with children where adult members work receive a subsidy at a uniform rate of about 50% in the new steady state. Since this program subsidizes market work, the participation rate of married females expands by 5.7%, total hours worked by...
married females do so by 5.5%, while aggregate hours expand by 1.5%. When the subsidy rate is larger (75%), only households with incomes lower than the mean household income qualify. In this case, the expansion in participation rates of married females is larger (6.8%) even though fewer households with working parents qualify.

Table 3 also shows that low-skilled married females react more. When subsidies are universal, married females with less than high school education increase their participation by 9% while those with more than college do so by 3.9%. When the subsidy rate is 75%, the differences in participation rates become even sharper; they decline monotonically from 19.1% at the bottom to about 1.1% at the top of the skill distribution. These asymmetries between skill groups and between cases are expected. Childcare costs disproportionately affect poorer households, and, as a result, the impact on their participation is larger. In addition, since less-skilled married females are less likely to participate in the benchmark economy, there is more room to expand their participation. These forces are stronger under a more generous subsidy at a 75% rate. While fewer two-earner households qualify in this case, the impact of bigger subsidies at the bottom dominates. The net result is even larger differences between the bottom and the top of the skill distribution as Table 3 demonstrates.

**Conditional Transfers** These transfers are similar to childcare subsidies, but their redistributive impact is more substantial as the transfer is lump-sum, common to all who qualify. Hence, conditional transfers can be larger than subsidies for households who spend relatively little on childcare, e.g. low educated household with access to informal care. For such households, a conditional transfer provides stronger incentives for the secondary earner to enter into the labor force. Thus, in the case of universal conditional transfers, the reaction at the bottom of the skill distribution in terms of participation rates of married females is much larger than it is under a universal subsidy, while the reaction at the top of the skill distribution is smaller. The net result is an aggregate increase in participation, which turns out to be larger than under universal subsidies.

Under a universal conditional transfer, the change in participation for married females with less than high school education is about 25% and declines monotonically to 2.8% for those with more than college education. These asymmetric effects across the skill distribution are even sharper when the size of the lump-sum transfer is twice as large and fewer, poorer households qualify. In this case, the aggregate effects on participation rates are smaller than
under a universal transfer (6.2% vs 8.1%).

**Unconditional Transfers** This case involves a transfer to households with children, regardless of the labor market participation of mothers. Hence, it has a negative income effect on labor supply. In the context of our model, unconditional transfers lead to a disincentive to joint participation for married households at the margin and to fewer hours worked along the intensive margin. This disincentive is relatively more important for households at the bottom of the skill distribution. When the unconditional transfer is universal, the participation rate of married females drops by 5.1%, while total hours worked by married females drop by more (5.3%), as households reduce hours on the intensive margin as well. As a result of all these changes, aggregate output falls by about 0.8%.

As the unconditional transfer is disproportionately more important for less-skilled households (relative to their income), the negative effects on participation changes are larger for less-skilled married households. Table 3 shows that the drop in participation ranges from 8.8% for the least skilled females to 1.6% at the very top. Hours worked also decrease across the board. The same logic applies when the child transfer is twice as large. In this case, the drop in participation ranges from 18.1% at the bottom to 3.9% at the top.

Our findings indicate that reallocating child-related transfers in different directions can have significant consequences that differ both qualitatively and quantitatively. Two elements are key in understanding these differences: work requirements (conditional vs. unconditional transfers) and redistribution (universal vs. means-tested transfers). These elements are also key in assessing the welfare effects of child-related transfers, which we analyze next.

### 5.2 Work Requirements, Redistribution and Welfare

In Table 3 we also show the effects on welfare (consumption compensations) for all newborn households and for different subgroups. Several findings emerge. First, it is clear that reallocating resources towards transfers that have a work requirement is not necessarily preferred by newborn households as a group. As the table indicates, a reallocation towards
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19 The universal conditional transfer amounts to 2.4% of mean household income – about $1,995 per child in 2016 dollars. When the transfer is doubled, only households with incomes less than 58.5% of mean household income qualify.

20 The universal unconditional transfer amounts to about 1.9% of mean household income – about $1,605 per child in 2016 dollars. When the transfer is doubled, only households with incomes less than 55% of mean household income qualify.
childcare subsidies leads to significant welfare losses; they lead to losses of 1.7% when they are universal and 0.9% when they are means-tested. Conditional transfers also lead to a welfare loss of 0.9% when they are universal and a marginal gain of 0.05% when they are means-tested. When we expand childcare subsidies in the expense of other programs, households that do not have any childcare expenditures lose other programs, e.g. child credits, that they value.

Second, preferences over this reallocation vary by subgroups, both by marital status and skills. Less-skilled single females dislike a universal childcare subsidy, since most of them have access to one at higher rate under the benchmark arrangement. Those with a college education or more, on the other hand, like it as they now qualify for the program. All single females experience welfare gains as a group under a subsidy at the benchmark 75% rate, with a magnitude that roughly declines as their skills go up. This occurs as more of them qualify for the childcare subsidies relative to the benchmark, and the subsidies are disproportionately more important for those who are less-skilled. Similarly, almost all single females experience welfare gains with universal or means-tested conditional transfers. All single females in the benchmark economy work and conditional subsidies or transfers simply imply an income transfer for these households. Married households, on the other hand, almost uniformly dislike childcare subsidies or conditional transfers.

Finally, our welfare findings show that unconditional transfers generate welfare gains, despite their depressing effects on household labor supply and output. Universal, unconditional transfers generate welfare gains for newborns of about 0.4%. Less skilled single females experience welfare gains while more skilled ones lose. The bulk of married households experience welfare gains. This is expected given the redistributive aspect of unconditional transfers, i.e. a lump-sum amount regardless of household income. In turn, when the size of the transfer doubles and not all households with children qualify, the effects on welfare for newborns are larger (1.5% vs 0.4% under a universal transfer). This generates asymmetries in welfare gains: households at the bottom of the skill distribution gain more under a universal transfer, while those at the top, who do not qualify, lose.

**Welfare-Maximizing Unconditional Transfers** Since we find that unconditional transfers generically lead to welfare gains for all newborn households, and that these gains depend on the generosity and income eligibility of the scheme, we conduct a natural exercise.
We ask: given a fixed budget for child-related transfers, what is the unconditional transfer arrangement that maximizes welfare gains? We find that welfare gains are maximized by a per-child transfer of about $3,850 in 2016 dollars – about 2.4 times the size of the universal unconditional transfer – with a corresponding income level threshold of about 40% of mean income. The ex-ante gains for newborn households are largest among all programs considered (about 1.6%). The fact that welfare-maximizing arrangement is far from universal suggests that targeting low income (less educated) households plays a central role in understanding the welfare effects of child-related transfers.

5.3 What Have We Learned?

We summarize our findings by providing answers to the questions that we posed at the start. The answer to the first question (‘Should transfers be universal?’) is no in terms of the welfare of newborn households. As our results show, means-tested transfers lead to higher welfare gains (or lower losses). This holds independently whether transfers are conditioned on market work or not. The answer is, however, different if policymakers are interested in boosting female labor supply. Table 3 illustrates that a universal, conditional transfer can lead to much larger labor-supply responses of married females in the aggregate. Since participation rates are lower to start with for less-skilled (poorer) females, means-tested subsidies or conditional transfers naturally imply larger responses among less-skilled types.

In terms of the second question (‘Should transfers be conditional on work?’), the answer is also no. Our findings in Table 3 show that unconditional transfers deliver welfare gains to newborns and gains are even larger when such transfers are means-tested. Nevertheless, if instead policymakers aim at increasing female labor supply, the answer is strictly the opposite. Unconditional transfers depress labor supply across the board. Quantitatively, as Table 3 demonstrates, our findings imply substantial negative effects on hours worked and participation rates associated to a reallocation of resources towards unconditional transfers.

Finally, in terms of the third question (‘If transfers are conditional, should they be in the form of a subsidy or lump-sum?’), the answer is that lump-sum transfers deliver the largest labor supply responses while minimizing welfare losses among newborns – and even delivering marginal gains. The reason is simple: since less-skilled (poorer) households typically spend little on childcare in absolute amounts, lump-sum conditional transfers have the largest potential impact. Moreover, this higher redistributive power of lump-sum transfers generates
larger participation responses among less-skilled married households. The net result is larger labor supply responses associated to lump-sum conditional transfers relative to a childcare subsidy.

6 Expanding Child-Related Transfers

We now build on the findings of the previous section and evaluate the macroeconomic and welfare implications of expanding the actual set of child-related transfers in the U.S. Our policy experiments are conducted under the assumption of a small-open economy, where the rate of return on capital, and thus the wage rate, are unchanged across steady states. The reforms that we consider are expenditure equivalent, and are financed via a proportional flat-rate income tax applied to all households. We conduct three experiments that broadly encompass proposals discussed in policy circles. We first expand the childcare subsidy in the U.S. and make it universal. We then expand the child credit and the childcare credit.

Specifically, we first make the existing 75% childcare subsidy universal, which requires a proportional tax rate of 1.2% to balance the budget. To preserve comparability, we conduct the expansions of the child credit and the childcare credit under the same tax rate, i.e. they both require a 1.2% proportional tax rate to be financed. For the child credit, we simply expand the basic per-child transfer built into the system. In the benchmark economy, households receive a benefit of about $1,000 per child if their income is below a threshold. After that threshold the transfer declines and becomes eventually zero – see Figure 2. Given the 1.2% tax rate, we increase the per-child transfer to about $1,800 per child and keep the income threshold unchanged. Similarly, for the childcare credits, we shift up the entire schedule in Figure 2 by a factor of about 2. This involves doubling the basic transfer in the program and substantially increasing the threshold income level at which the transfer starts declining. If a household qualifies for a transfer that exceeds their childcare expenditure, the difference is simply returned as a direct transfer.\footnote{When we consider these expansions, we also make the programs fully refundable. In the Online Appendix (Table A16), we also show the results when we make child credits and childcare credits fully refundable without any expansion.}

Table 4 summarizes our results, where again each column reports percentage changes with respect to the benchmark economy. A universal childcare subsidy leads to sharp increases in the labor supply (8.6%), participation (10.2%), and human capital (2.8%) of married females.
Furthermore, married households reallocate hours of work from males to females.\textsuperscript{22} Table 4 also reports hours per worker for single females. Unlike married females, hours worked for single females increase when we make the subsidy universal. This occurs since in the benchmark economy there are single females who choose to reduce their hours to qualify for the subsidy (i.e. to have an income below $I$). In contrast, the expansion of child credits depresses labor supply across the board, for married and single females and for married males, and reduces the human capital of married females. The difference between these two reforms is also reflected in aggregate output: output increases by 0.5\% with the universal subsidies but declines sharply by 1.7\% with the expansion of child credits. The expansion of childcare credits leads to the largest increase in the participation rates of married females (10.6\%).\textsuperscript{23} These findings are in line with what we find in hypothetical reforms in Section 5: programs that are conditional on work generate increases in female labor supply while unconditional programs have the opposite effect.

**Changes in Participation and Human Capital by Skill** Table 4 shows changes in the labor force participation of married females relative to the benchmark economy, for women with different education levels and by child-bearing status. In line with our previous findings, the consequences of more generous transfer programs are not symmetric across married women of different education. Changes are greater for women with less education, with percentage changes that decline as the level of education increases. Note that the impact of childcare subsidies and childcare credits is particularly large on less-skilled women; about 25.4\% and 32.0\%, respectively, for those with less than high school education. Equivalent findings hold for married women according to child-bearing status. Married women with children arriving earlier in their life cycle increase their participation rates more than those with children late. Married women in households with early childbearing are disproportionately less skilled and have more children, whereas the opposite is true for women in households with late childbearing.\textsuperscript{24} The effects of child-related transfers on the human

\textsuperscript{22}As we document in Figure A10 in the Online Appendix, these findings are broadly consistent with cross-country evidence. For a group of high income countries, public spending on childcare has a positive relation with labor force participation and a negative one with hours worked for married females.

\textsuperscript{23}In the Online Appendix, we discuss how the expansion of different programs affect poverty.

\textsuperscript{24}As we show in Table A21 in the Online Appendix, even conditional on education, the effects on participation are larger for early childbearers. Early childbearers have a longer working life after their childbearing years and hence, more to benefit from increasing their participation.
capital of married females by skill mirror the effects on participation rates.

In the Online Appendix, we evaluate the importance of different features of our model for the implications of our child-related transfers. In particular, we ask: what is the role associated to the reallocation of hours worked (from males to females) within couples (Table A18)? What is the quantitative importance of the small open-economy assumption in the benchmark case (Table A19)? What is the importance of imperfect substitutability of skills in production (Table A20)? Overall, we conclude that our benchmark findings on female labor supply are largely robust to deviations from our benchmark assumptions.

6.1 Welfare

We now concentrate on the welfare effects associated to the expansion of child-related transfers. We compute the transitional dynamics between steady states implied by the policy change under consideration, when the policy change is unanticipated at, say, \( t = t_0 \). The focus of our analysis is on newborn households at \( t = t_0 \). We balance the budget in each period by adjusting an additional flat-rate income tax that applies to all households.

Our findings are displayed in Table 5. Newborn households, as a group, experience welfare gains associated to the expansion of child-related transfers. Gains for all newborn households range from about 0.8% for the universalization of childcare subsidies, to 1.3% and 2.5% in the case of the child credit and childcare credit expansions, respectively. Hence, childcare subsidies provide the lowest welfare gains among all expansions, while the expansion of the childcare credit leads to the highest gains.

While the gains for the newborns as a whole can be substantial, not all newborns gain, and there is heterogeneity among those who do. Single females who have children early in the life cycle gain more than those who tend to have their children late. This follows from the fact that the early childbearing group contains a disproportionate fraction of less skilled females, and of child-related transfers are highly valuable for them. Likewise, those with access to informal care gain less than those without access to informal care. These patterns are also repeated for married households according to childcare status. Welfare gains are also increasing in the number of children. When we expand childcare transfers, for example, households who have two children gain about 4.6%, while those with more than two children gain significantly more, about 6.8%. In the Online Appendix (Table A22), we show in detail the rich patterns of welfare gains and losses among married households.
Redistribution and Welfare  In order to highlight the importance of redistributive effects for our welfare results, we report an alternative notion of welfare that aims at removing the redistributive effects of policy changes. Motivated by Domeij and Klein (2013), we weight the discounted utility of a newborn household by the inverse of the shadow value of a dollar transfer at birth. Since this shadow value is higher for poorer households, the resulting value of a transfer to a poorer (richer) household is smaller (higher) than in standard welfare calculations. We refer to this notion as weighted welfare in Table 5, and present it formally in the Online Appendix. Our findings show that when redistributive effects are accounted for, welfare gains for newborns become quite smaller. Welfare gains for childcare subsidies and child credits become almost negligible (0.04%). The weighted welfare gains for childcare credits are larger, about 0.14%.

These results suggest that redistribution is important in accounting for the welfare gains associated with the expansion of child-related transfers; once we remove the redistribution effects, only the expansion of childcare credits generates noticeable welfare gains. Indeed, for the expansion of childcare credits, we calculate that low skilled females experience non-trivial welfare gains under the weighted notion of welfare. Single females with less than high school, high school and some college education, for example, gain 0.53%, 0.52% and 0.58%, respectively, under the weighted notion of welfare. The weighted welfare gains for married females with high school, high school and some college education are 0.22%, 0.26% and 0.22%, respectively, which are gains that are realized above and beyond those emerging from redistribution across groups. While redistribution forces dominate, these results also indicate that other factors are behind the welfare gains of different groups. One of these is potentially binding borrowing constraints for less skilled households, given the high cost of childcare services that they face. As we mentioned earlier, some of these households would like to borrow to cover childcare expenses, so the female member of the household can enhance her skills by working.

\footnote{In the Online Appendix (Table A23), we also document how much childcare subsidies and direct transfers each program delivers for households at different income levels. In particular, with the childcare credit expansion, subsidies are 100% for low income levels and subsequently decline to values below, but close, to the universal subsidy rate (75%). Transfers in this case, or credits in excess of childcare expenditures, emerge for low income levels and then decline and vanish as income increases.}
6.2 Discussion

Quantitatively, the changes on female labor supply induced by large-scale expansions of transfers conditional on market work are large and comparable to the effects of some fundamental tax reforms in the United States. In related work and using a version of this framework (Guner et al, 2012-a) we found, for example, that fully eliminating joint filing in the U.S. income tax system leads to long-run changes in the participation rates of married females of about 11.1%. The largest expansion in participation in Table 5 via childcare credits is very similar – 10.6%.

The Role of Endogenous Skills  A novel aspect of our analysis is the explicit consideration of the depreciation of female skills due to non participation. How important is this channel? To answer this question, we shut down the endogenous skill channel, and study the expansion of child-related transfers in an economy in which each married female type has exogenously the same skill profile that she had in the benchmark economy. Hence, her skills do not change if she chooses to change her participation decision in response to the policy changes.

We find that the endogeneity of female skills plays a crucial role for our results on labor supply. Without it, the labor supply of married females increases much less under an expansion of childcare subsidies or childcare credits and decreases much more under the child credit expansion. Table A17 in the Online Appendix documents our findings. With the universalization of subsidies, the participation rate of married females increases by 4.3% for the case of exogenous skills, whereas it increases by about 10.2% when the endogenous skill channel is operative. That is, less than half of the total change in participation rates under the expansion of childcare subsidies is generated in a model with exogenous skills. Under the expansion of child credits, the participation rate decreases by 3.8% when skills are exogenous and by 2.4% when skills are endogenous in the benchmark case.

Majority Support? A prominent aspect of our findings in Table 5 is that despite sizeable welfare gains in all policy exercises, a majority of newborn individuals who benefit from the expansion of child-related transfers does not emerge easily. This reflects the fact that those who gain, gain a lot, while there are many who lose marginally. Only 48% of newborns support the expansion of childcare subsidies. In contrast, both child credits and childcare
credits are supported by a majority of newborns. The majority is, however, only marginal (51%) for childcare credits, and only the expansion of child credits generates a majority non-trivially away from 50%, about 54%. Why is majority support hard to achieve? First, note that a fraction of newborns (males and females either married or single) are childless. Second, in the case of transfers conditional on work, only those who work can benefit. This explains why the child credit expansion generates the strongest majority support. Finally, even if transfers accrue to a household, they are concentrated only over a fraction of the life-cycle, while taxes are paid over the entire life cycle. Hence, many individuals with children need not benefit in net terms from the policy expansions.

If we take simple majority support among newborns as an additional criteria, the expansion of childcare credits is a clear winner among the cases considered. It generates the largest welfare gain (2.5%), delivers gains for a majority of newborn households, while leading to the largest increase in participation rates. In the hypothetical reforms of Section 5, means-tested, unconditional transfers generated largest welfare gains, followed by means-tested, conditional transfers (lump-sum or subsidy). When it comes to expansion of actual programs, the dominant policy is the expansion of childcare credits, which combines features of best hypothetical reforms: transfers to poor households and work requirements. Childcare credits are conditional on work. Furthermore, we implement the expansion such that poor households can receive more than what they spend on childcare, which, generates welfare gains for these households.

**Welfare: All Households** What are the welfare effects for all households alive date \( t = t_0 \)? Table 6 shows our findings for households of different ages (aggregated across all educational types, childbearing, and marital status) as well as for all households alive. The results show sharp differences between groups. Younger households as a group win whereas older households lose. This occurs for the expansion of all transfer programs. For instance, in the case of the childcare credit expansion, the consumption compensation decreases monotonically from 2.5% for newborns (aged 25-29), to -2.0% for those aged 50-54. These results are driven by the fact that at the time of the policy change, younger households tend to be net beneficiaries as child-related transfers are concentrated at young ages. For older age groups, these transfers become less important for those alive at the date of the introduction of the policy, while higher taxes affect all households. Hence, welfare gains become lower with the
group age and eventually become negative. Not surprisingly, no transfer expansion generates majority support when all households are considered.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{2017 Expansion of Child Credits} We outlined in section 2 the changes in the child credit under the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017. While this expansion took place in the context of broader changes to the tax code, our model economy can shed light on its effects on aggregates and welfare. We implement the new policy as a fully-refundable one, and find the tax rate that balances the budget in steady state. We dub the new policy \textit{new child credit}. The new child credit is more generous than our baseline child credit expansion (it doubles the size of the basic transfer per child and the basic transfer remains constant for a wider range of income levels). Tables 4 and 5 show the results. As Table 4 shows, the negative effects of the new child credit on female labor supply and output are substantial, and require a tax rate of 1.35\%, higher than the 1.2\% rate of our baseline child credit expansion. Table 5 shows that the new childcare credit generates substantial welfare gains among newborns, 1.7\%. These gains are larger than for our baseline expansion of child credits (1.3\%). There is also stronger majority of newborn households in support of the changes. These large welfare gains, however, are almost entirely due to the redistribution of resources toward poorer households. Once we remove the redistribution effects, the welfare gains are practically zero (0.0007\%). Overall, our findings indicate that the 2017 reform to the child credit is a quantitatively important one, despite the scant attention received so far.

\section{Concluding Remarks}

We evaluate the macroeconomic implications of expanding child-related transfers in a rich equilibrium environment with multiple features that make it suitable for policy analysis. We find that an expansion of current arrangements have substantial effects on participation rates and hours worked across steady states. As we extensively discuss in the paper, we find that the aggregate effects of these policies depend critically on whether they are tied to market work, or not. Similarly, we find large asymmetries in terms of welfare. For newborn households, welfare gains range from about 0.8\% for the universalization of childcare subsidies, to 1.3\% and 2.5\% in the case of the child credit and childcare. Behind these

\textsuperscript{26}Table 6 also shows the welfare gains in each new steady state for newborns in each expansion, which are closely aligned with the welfare gains for newborns reported in Table 5.
relatively large aggregate welfare gains, there is significant heterogeneity in welfare gains among households, as some (poorer households with children) gain, and others lose. As a result, only 48% of newborns support an expansion of child care subsidies. In contrast, both child credits and childcare credits are supported by a majority of newborns. The majority is, however, marginal (51%) for childcare credits, and more substantial (54%) for the expansion of child credits. Overall, the expansion of childcare credits generates the largest welfare gain (2.5%), delivers gains for a majority and yields the largest changes in labor supply.

Our analysis treats childcare expenses per child and the number of children per household as exogenous. We doubt that the inclusion of endogenous parental choices in the analysis could change our quantitative findings in a significant way. Specifically on fertility, child-related policies that lead to higher participation rates are unlikely to alter parental decisions. There are countervailing effects that are expected to cancel each other out. Childcare costs are only a small fraction of the lifetime costs of raising children, and a reduction in these costs is balanced by increases in tax rates needed to finance the expansion of childcare subsidies. Along these lines, Bick (2016, Table 4) finds that childcare subsidy expansions in Germany lead to negligible changes in the overall fertility rate. Furthermore, child-related transfers might affect how much time and resources children receive from their parents, which can affect the outcomes of children in the future. In this regard, the available evidence is mixed. Baker, Gruber and Milligan (2008) and Herbst and Tekin (2010) document that childcare subsidies can worsen outcomes for children, while Griffen (2018) and others estimate small but positive effects on children’s cognitive skills.

Finally, we note that we abstract from income risk that households face and as a result, do not capture possible gains that some transfer programs can generate by making household labor supply more flexible. Blundell, Pistaferri and Saporta-Eksten (2016) show that female labor supply plays an important role in insuring households against labor market shocks. In ongoing work, Guner, Kaygusuz and Ventura (2018), we explore this issue by modeling household labor supply and the extensive margin in female labor supply, when households are heterogeneous, experience uninsurable shocks and government transfers are operative. An analysis incorporating these features may make an expansion of child-related transfers even more appealing.
Table 1: Parameter Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Growth ((n))</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>U.S. Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount Factor ((\beta))</td>
<td>0.9696</td>
<td>Calibrated - matches (K/Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Supply Elasticity ((\gamma))</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Literature estimates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disutility of Market Work ((\varphi))</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>Matches hours per worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time cost of Children ((\eta))</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>Matches LFP of married females with young children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill depreciation, females ((\delta_x))</td>
<td>0.025, 0.056</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of skills ((\alpha_y^x, \alpha_y^z))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>See text - CPS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of utility costs (\zeta(.</td>
<td>z))</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gamma Distribution)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within group heterogeneity ((\varepsilon))</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Share ((\alpha))</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation Rate ((\delta_k))</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childcare costs for single females, (d(s, x, g))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>See text - matches expenditure by age, skills and access to informal care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childcare costs for married females, (d(s, x, z, g))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>See text - matches expenditure by age, skills and access to informal care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childcare subsidy ((\theta))</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>U.S. Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income threshold ((\bar{I}))</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(as a % of mean household income)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax functions (T^M(I, k)) and (T^S(I, k))</td>
<td></td>
<td>See Online App. - IRS Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer functions (TR^M(I, D, k)), (TR^S_f(I, D, k)) and (TR^S_m(I, D, k))</td>
<td></td>
<td>See text and Online App.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll Tax Rate ((\tau_p))</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>See Online App.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Incomes, (p^S_m(z), p^S_f(x)) and (p^M(x, z))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>See Online App. - U.S. Census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Income Tax Rate ((\tau_k))</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>See Online App. - matches corporate tax collections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries show parameter values together with a brief explanation on how they are selected. Values for the population growth rate, the discount factor and depreciation rates are at the annual level. See text and Online Appendix for details.
Table 2: Model and Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Output Ratio</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Hours Per-Worker</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP of Married Females with Young Children (%)</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>63.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance of Log Wages (ages 25-29)</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation rate of Married Females (%), 25-54</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than High School (&lt;HS)</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School (HS)</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College (SC)</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College (COL)</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than College (COL+)</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Children</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>66.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Children</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries summarize the performance of the benchmark model in terms of empirical targets and key aspects of data. Total participation rates, with children and without children are not explicitly targeted.
Table 3: Reallocation of Child-Related Transfers (% changes relative to benchmark)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conditional on Work</th>
<th>Unconditional Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subsidy</td>
<td>Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universal Means-Tested</td>
<td>Universal Means-Tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP (MF)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours (MF)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; HS</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL+</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; HS</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL+</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; HS</td>
<td>-5.1</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL+</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Newborns</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries show the effects (percentage changes) on selected variables driven by reallocation of resources devoted to child-related transfers towards a childcare subsidy, a conditional transfer and an unconditional transfer. Welfare stands for the consumption compensation that makes a newborn household indifferent between two alternatives. See text for details.
Table 4: Expansion of Child-Related Transfers (% changes relative to benchmark)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Universal Subsidies (75%)</th>
<th>Child Credit Expansion</th>
<th>Childcare Credit Expansion</th>
<th>New Child Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation of Married Females</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hours</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hours (Married Females)</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours per worker (All Females)</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours per worker (Married Females)</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours per worker (Single Females)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours per worker (All Males)</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital (Married Females)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Rate (%)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Participation of Married Females:*
- By Education:
  - < HS: 25.4  -6.4  32.0  -7.2
  - HS: 13.3  -4.4  16.9  -4.8
  - SC: 9.1  -2.5  10.4  -2.8
  - COL: 9.4  -1.2  7.0  -1.3
  - COL+: 5.2  -0.7  2.8  -0.3
- By Child Bearing Status:
  - Early: 14.9  -4.0  17.0  -4.4
  - Late: 8.2  -1.5  6.9  -1.4

*Human Capital of Married Females:*
- By Education:
  - < HS: 5.7  -2.2  7.0  -2.5
  - HS: 3.5  -1.5  4.2  -1.6
  - SC: 2.7  -1.1  2.9  -1.2
  - COL: 3.4  -0.7  2.5  -0.6
  - COL+: 2.0  -0.4  1.0  -0.2
- By Child Bearing Status:
  - Early: 4.0  -1.4  4.1  -1.6
  - Late: 2.5  -0.5  1.8  -0.4

Note: Entries in the top panel show effects (percentage changes) across steady states on selected variables driven by the expansion of each program. The values for "Tax Rate" correspond to the values that are necessary to balance the budget. The bottom panel shows the effects on the participation rates of married females of different schooling levels. See text for details.
Table 5: Expansion of Child-Related Transfers: Welfare Effects (Newborns, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Childcare Subsidy (75%)</th>
<th>Child Credit</th>
<th>Childcare Credit</th>
<th>New Child Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single F</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Children</td>
<td>-1.41 (-1.40)</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>4.25 (5.99)</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>3.40 (3.58)</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Care</td>
<td>4.15 (5.44)</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Informal Care</td>
<td>3.69 (5.23)</td>
<td>8.84</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; HS</td>
<td>1.85 (8.43)</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>2.54 (4.93)</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>2.41 (2.39)</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL</td>
<td>1.08 (0.33)</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL+</td>
<td>0.56 (-0.54)</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Married</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Children</td>
<td>-3.16 (-3.14)</td>
<td>-3.29</td>
<td>-3.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>2.90 (3.59)</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.50 (0.85)</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Care</td>
<td>2.02 (2.09)</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Informal Care</td>
<td>1.18 (2.95)</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Newborns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(%) Winners</td>
<td>0.84 (1.28)</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Weighted Welfare)</td>
<td>48.0 (54.3)</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries show the welfare effects (consumption compensation) driven by the expansion of child-related transfers, for young households (newborns) of different marital status, by educational types, childbearing status and availability of informal care. Calculations take into account transitions between steady states.
Table 6: Welfare Effects (All Households, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Childcare Subsidy (75%)</th>
<th>Child Credit</th>
<th>Childcare Credit</th>
<th>New Child Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>-2.36</td>
<td>-2.51</td>
<td>-2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>-1.86</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>-1.99</td>
<td>-2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>Winners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Steady States:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newborns</th>
<th>Childcare Subsidy (75%)</th>
<th>Child Credit</th>
<th>Childcare Credit</th>
<th>New Child Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newborns</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(%) Winners</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries show the welfare effects (consumption compensation) driven by the expansion of child-related transfers, for different age groups and in the aggregate, as well as the aggregate percentage of winners. The entries in the top panel show results taking into account the transition between steady states. The entries in the bottom panel show the corresponding results across steady states.
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